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Abstract. This paper explores an innovative conceptual framework for agent
oriented and role based workflow modeling. We view a business process as a
collection of autonomous, problem solving agents which interact with others
when they have interdependencies. And we model a workflow as a set of
relating roles. Roles are defined in term of goals, qualifications, obligations,
permissions, protocols, etc. We adopt protocols to govern the interactions
among roles.  Roles are assigned to agents based on the evaluation of
qualification and capabilities. Once a role is assigned to an agent, the agent
inherits the obligations and permissions specified in that role. Coordination of
workflow is achieved by communication between agents. Moreover, the journal
article Internet peer review process is considered as a case study.

1. Introduction

Workflow Management is today considered as one of the key technologies for
providing efficiency and effectiveness of organizations. The task for workflow is to
describe the coordination and performance of work undertaken in an organization. The
current generation workflow management systems usually start modeling  workflow
from activities analysis. They emphasizes the coordination of activities by highlighting
their interdependence. They tend to operate with a central workflow engine which
monitors all events in the system. Most of them support planned work. They offer
limited support and minimal flexibility during process enactment [15]. In situations
where a business process is fully resourced and every conceivable outcome can be
considered and controlled, then they should be adequate. However, business
environments are now becoming more volatile, and follow more complex processes
that require workflow systems, which no longer rely on pre-specified actions. The
trend from planned to situated work requires new kinds of workflow support.
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One extension of pre-planned workflow is adaptive workflow [12]. The extension is
to make execution more adaptive to organizational change. They use an organizational
knowledge base to adjust particular tasks to cater for unexpected inputs or changes in
the organization. Adaptive workflow are more flexible than pre-planned workflow and
usually specify tasks declaratively by describing what has to be achieved in a
workflow; it then being left to the workflow management system to deduce the “how”
from “what”.  These are precisely the classes of tasks and environments that
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) research has been investigating in the context
of controlling computational entities and physical devices.

With agent technology, a completely new paradigm evolved which promises to
tackle the issues of distributed systems more adequately and which has opened up a
new dimension of problems that can be addressed. A Multi-agent Systems (MAS) can
be defined as a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that work together to solve
problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem
solver.  MAS looks at cases where agents have to coordinate themselves in order to
achieve their work. In contrast to workflow management, no plan of the work to be
done (process or workflow description) is existent before the work starts.

Motivated by such observations, in this paper, we propose an innovative framework
for agent oriented and role based workflow management. We view a workflow as a set
of autonomous, problem solving agents which interact with others when they have
interdependencies. And we model a workflow as a set of relating roles. A role refers
to the expected behavior patterns an agent must perform. It has these essential
features: goals, qualifications, relationships, obligations, permissions, constraints,
protocols, etc. The interactions between agents are governed by speech act based
protocols. The coordination of workflow is achieved by the communication of agents.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 sets up a conceptual
framework for agent oriented and role based workflow management. To bridge the
gaps between the conceptual architecture and practical applications, in section 3, we
propose an approach for developing agent oriented and role based workflow systems.
Section 4 is dedicated to applying the approach in modeling the Internet peer review
process in detail. In section 5, the related work is briefly reviewed. Finally , in section
6, the work is summarized and prospective future work is also shown.

2. Toward Agent Oriented And Role Based Workflow Management

2.1 Role Based Workflow Modeling

Workflow management systems is a system that defines, creates and manages the
execution of workflows through use of software, running on one or more workflow
engines, which is able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow
participants and where required, invoke the use of IT tools and applications[24].
Current workflow management systems seem problematic to model processes in a
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dynamic social organisation settings, where the business process, unlike automated
processes executed by machines, are made up of social actors who have goals and
interests, which they pursue through a network of relationships with other actors. A
richer workflow model should therefore include not only how activities progress, but
also how the actors performing them relate to others intentionally, i.e., in terms of
concepts such as actor, goal, dependency, etc. [25].

In a previous work [26], a goal-achieving perspective of workflow has been
discussed by using Malone’s coordination theory [19]. We define a workflow as a
coordinated set of interdependent activities  which are performed by actors in an
organization in order to achieve a set of common goals.  An Activity is a description of
a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. We further concluded that
the most natural way is to view a business process as a collection of autonomous,
problem solving agents which interact with others when they have
interdependencies[27]. We argue that coordination is achieved by communication
between agents in agent-oriented workflow systems.  In this paper, an agent is an
active entity playing roles within an organization. It can be a human being, a computer
system, or an organizational unit.  The behavior of an agent is consequence of its
mental states such as beliefs, intentions, capabilities, goals, commitments, etc [23].

A workflow instance is a process combined with an organization, and assigns the
activities in the process to agents in the organizations. A workflow model is used to
create and manage workflow instance in a workflow management system.
Corresponding to the agent oriented view of a business process, we model a workflow
as a set of relating roles. The syntax of workflow model is given in EBNF as follows:

<Workflow_Model> ::= “WORKFLOW”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<Role_Models>
“END_WORKFLOW”

<Role_Models> ::= <Role_Model>{ “,” <Role_Model>}
A role defines a prototypical function of an agent in a workflow. We adopt the

concept of role basically from role theory [5], where a role is defined as a collection of
duties and rights.  A role refers to the expected behavior patterns an agent must
perform. Duties of roles are modeled as obligations which specify what activities an
agent must or must not perform on a set of target objects. Rights are modeled as
permissions which specify what activities an agent is permitted (or forbidden) to
perform on a set of target resources. Resource is something passively utilized during
activity performance. These aspects are captured in the attributes of roles known as
Obligation and Permission.  A role model is defined in EBNF as:

<Role_Model> ::= “ROLE”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<Goals>
<Qualifications>
<Relationships>
<Obligations>
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<Concurrency_Constraints>
<Permissions>
<Protocols>
“END_ROLE”

The attributes of a role has the following meaning:
Name: a name distinguishing the role from others.
Description: a brief English description of functions of the role in a workflow.
Goals: One or more goals the agent playing the role is responsible for.
Qualifications: One or more necessary pre-conditions or skills required to achieve

the goals.
Relationships: one or more relations with other roles in a workflow.
Obligations:  a set of  obligations.
Concurrency constraints: an obligation expression specifying the mandatory

sequencing, synchronization and permitted parallelism of obligations.
Permissions: a set of permissions or prohibitions.
Protocols: a set of protocols in which the role plays a part to achieve the goals.

Roles are defined separately from agent and from the organizational structure. One
or more roles may be assigned to an agent. Agents are selected to play the roles
according organizational policies and their capabilities. This link is done through the
qualifications attribute of a role. And a qualification is defined as:

<Qualification> ::= “QUALIFICATION”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<COMMENT> | <Conditions>
“END_QUALIFICATION”

For an example, a reviewer role for an article on “Agent Oriented Workflow
Systems” should have expertise in “Intelligent Agent”. It can be represented as:

QUALIFICATION
Q1 Reviewer.Expertise = “Intelligent Agent”

END_QUALIFICATION
Roles and their relationship enable many organizational structures to be reflected in

the multi-agent system. The relations from one role to another are categorized along
two dimensions that is important for agent decision making. They are authority and
cooperation relations, i.e.,

 <Relationship> ::= “RELATIONSHIP”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<Relation_Type>
<Related_Role>
“END_RELATIONSHIP”

<Relation_Type> ::= “AUTHORIZE”
| “COOPERATE_WITH”
| “IS_AUTHORIZED_BY”
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The authority relationship refers to the control relationship that exists between two
roles, e.g., an editor has one AUTHORITY relation to an author. It is represented as:

RELATIONSHIP
R1 AUTHORIZE Author

END_RELATIONSHIP

2.2 Define Obligations of A Role

When fulfilling a role, an agent becomes subject to permissions, obligations and
prohibitions by delegation.

An obligation is a prescription that a particular behavior is required. An obligation
is fulfilled by the occurrence of the prescribed behavior [13]. It defines the
functionality of a role. For examples, some obligations of an editor are : call for paper,
select reviewers for a submission, collect reviews, make a review decision, etc.  An
obligation usually has an attribute “cost”. If an obligation is violated then its player
should be punished by a fine specified in its attribute “cost”. The EBNF syntax of
obligations is:

<Obligation> ::=”OBLIGATION”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<Obligated_Roles>
<Authority_Roles>
<Benefited_Roles>
<Trigger>
<Actions>
<Constraints>
[<Cost>]
“END_OBLIGATION”

A permission is a prescription that a particular behavior is allowed to occur. A
permission is equivalent to there being no obligation for the behavior not to occur. For
example, the editor reserves the right to make a publication decision based on his/her
own assessment of the best interests of the journal and its readers.  A prohibition is a
prescription that a particular behavior must not occur. A prohibition is equivalent to
there being an obligation for the behavior not to occur. For examples, one prohibition
of  reviewers is: The article under review is a confidential document not yet accepted
for publication. It should not be shown to or discussed with colleagues, cited as a
reference or used in your own work.

In a role definition,  the concurrency constraint specifies the  mandatory
sequencing, synchronization and parallelism of obligated activities. The basic
operators are shown in Table 1, where O1 and O2 are obligations.

Table 1: Obligation Operators

O1 ; O2 ; denotes sequential composition
O1 | O2 | denotes non-deterministic choice
O1 & O2 & denotes parallel composition
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[O1] [] denotes O1 is optional
<O1> <> denotes O1 is necessary
O1* * denotes O1 occurs 0 or more times
O1+ + denotes O1 occurs 1 or more times

2.3 Model Roles Interaction Protocol

Ongoing interactions between roles often fall into typical patterns. These typical
patterns of message exchange are called protocols. A protocol is specified by a set of
rules governing the conversation among agents. A conversation is a set of interactions
in order to ask for a service or request or update information.  An interaction is a
simple interchange of messages. It has the following attributes: speech-act, agent
communication language, knowledge representation language, synchronization,
sender, receiver, and ingredients[1].

Role interaction protocols can be graphically modeled by means of state-based
techniques like Documentary Petri-Net [4], Role Activity Diagrams (RADs)[16], and
Finite State Machine (FSM) [1]. A protocol is defined in EBNF as:

<Protocol> ::= “PROTOCOL”
<Name>
[<Description>]
<Initiators>
<Responders>
<States>
<Transition_Rules>
<Speech_Acts>
“END_PROTOCOL”

The attributes have the following meaning:
Name: a name distinguishing the protocol from others
Description: brief English description of its functions in a workflow;
Initiators: the role(s) responsible for starting the conversation;
Responders: the role(s) with which the initiator interacts;
States: a set of states of a FSM represent the states a conversation can be in. There

is a distinguished initial state any conversation starts in, and a terminating state that
when reached signals the termination of the conversation.

Transition rules: these rules control the workflow between these states.
Speech acts: a set of speech acts used in the protocol.

2.4 The Conceptual Architecture

To illustrate these definitions we present the conceptual architecture of agent
oriented and roles based workflow in Figure 1. The architecture builds upon the
general ideas introduced above. It lays out the workflow conceptual entities and their
relationship.
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Figure 1 Relationship Between Basic Terminology of  Agent Oriented and Role
Based  Workflow Systems

These concepts are subject to the following  structuring rules:
• Workflow instance is a process combined with an organization.
• Agents comprising the organization
• Workflow is modeled as a set of relating roles.
• Roles and their relationships comprising the organizational structure;
• Roles played by agents;
• Obligated activities undertaken by agents;
• Permissions and prohibitions governing the creation, usage and deletion of

resources by agents fulfilling roles;
• Protocol  governing conversation (a set of interactions) between agents

fulfilling roles;
The next section is dedicated to an approach for developing agent oriented and role

based workflow management systems. It aims at bridging the gaps between the
conceptual architecture and practical applications.
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3 An Approach For Developing Agent Oriented And Role Based
Workflow Systems

Despite the great interest around the agent technology in the scientific community,
and the introduction of terms such as Agent-Based Software Engineering, there has
been little work for defining a methodology for designing agent based workflow
system. Based on the above conceptual framework, we try to outline an approach for
developing agent oriented and role based workflow management system. Preliminarily
the proposed approach follows three phases.

3.1 Phase 1- Role Based Analysis Phase

This phase includes three steps.
Step 1: Workflow goals identification and  decomposition
In this step, the problem is what goals a workflow has and how they will be

achieved. There are many methods used to refine goals and decompose them into sub-
goals, e.g., scenarios analysis, bottom-up method, top-down method, hybrid of
bottom-up and top-down method.  Sub-goals can be seen as activities. There are two
kinds of activities: elementary activity and complex activity. A complex activity has
sub-activities and  elementary activity can not be broken down any longer. A complex
activity can be broken into its components, and components are broken down into sub-
components until they become elementary activities.

Step 2: Roles determination and specification
Instead of assigning goals or activities directly to an agent, we specify that a goal or

an activity  is the responsibility or obligation of a particular role. A role defines a
prototypical function of an agent in a workflow. The process of determining which
goals or activities should be achieved by one role is role determination. Roles can be
either:

Elementary roles which consist of collections of complex tasks or obligations
Roles which are a collection of elementary roles
Aggregate Roles, which are a collection  of roles and coincide with social positions

inside the organization. A position usually covers a number of roles. Agent occupy
positions and play roles[25]. To keep our conceptual framework as concise as possible
we do not employ position concept.

Once roles have been determined, their qualifications, relationships, obligations,
permissions and constraints must be specified.

Step 3: Model and specify inter-role protocols and consistency checking
Protocols are modeled by using Formal Description Techniques like Finite States

Machines so that the inconsistency of the rules can be checked.
When a protocol is realized in active database management system, a state

transition diagram can directly be mapped into Event-Condition-Action (ECA)
rules[2]. An ECA rule looks like:

ON <Event> IF <Conditions>  THEN <Actions>
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The semantics of a ECA rule is : when ECA-events occur, ECA-conditions are
evaluated; and, if these conditions are evaluated to true, ECA-actions are executed. A
set of ECA rules specify how an agent in a given state receives a messages of
specified type, does local actions (e.g., updating local data), sends out messages, and
switches to another state. The use of ECA rules rather than the standard production
rules is important because ECA rules have a clear distinction between events and
conditions.

Moreover,  the interaction messages in the transition rules must be detailed in this
step. The messages exchanged are represented as performatives (KQML speech
acts)[8]. The content level of performatives is not part of the negotiation protocol, but
determines the course of an individual negotiation as it is used in decision-making of
agents.

The output of the phase is a  specification of all roles and protocols involved in a
workflow model.

3.2 Phase 2 - Agent Oriented Design Phase

This phase includes two steps.
Step 4: Identify agent-types and assign roles to agent-types.
With the introduction of roles, we now have to address the problem of how to

specify “who can do what”. That is , what is the set of activities that an agent is
allowed to perform as a workflow participant. We must identify agent-types and
assign roles to agent-types.

In agent oriented workflow management system, we distinguish three general
agent-types: Personal Agents, Actor Agents, Internal WfMS Agents. A personal agent
acts on behalf of a participant, e.g., editor agent, reviewer agent, etc. An actor agent
takes the role of an actor and is invoked by a workflow engine, e.g., a communication
agent which takes the role of an email system in a WfMS. Internal agents of WFMS
provide different views and access rights during workflow build-time and run-time.
For examples, with respect to workflow execution we have identified these specific
agent types for workflow manager, workflow initiator, workflow administrator, etc.

Step 5: Finish designing the agent-types
The roles and protocols provide a high-level information and we must provide

additional detail for each agent-type to complete construction of the agents during
implementation. Actually how an agent realize its functionality and obligations is
beyond the scope of the approach.

The output of this phase is  a detail specification of all agent-types in a WfMS. It
lays the essential basis for implementing the Multi-agent system.

3.3 Phase 3 - Agent Oriented Implementation Phase (Step 6)

This phase focuses on implementation of the agent oriented workflow system on a
suitable agent platform. Although many agent platforms are available such as
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COOL[1] and AgentBuilder [22], currently none of them supports workflow
management.  Extra efforts have to be made and some issues are addressed in [28].

In the next section, we discuss only the first phase in detail by applying the
approach in modeling the Internet Peer Review Process of Journal Articles.

4. Case Study: Modeling The Internet Peer Review Process

4.1 The Internet Peer Review Process of  Journal Articles

The Internet offers any individual the ability to publish and exchange information.
The project NetAcademy ( http://www.netacademy.org/ ) aims to provide an Internet
based platform for scientific community to aid the creation, exchanging and
dissemination of scientific knowledge[11]. The International Journal “Electronic
Markets” is a part of  the NetAcademy. A World Wide Web site has been created for
the Journal ( http://www.electronicmarkets.org/ ). Here, the online Journal publishes
research articles on Electronic Markets that have been accepted for print publication.
The full text of all documents will be indexed and an online search facility Q-Search
Engine  is provided.

Essentially, the peer review process is a quality control mechanism for the
academic journal. Editorial peer review in the past has been secretive (because only
the Editor can see the whole process), narrow (because each article is usually
reviewed by only two or three people) and somewhat arbitrary (because the choice of
reviewers is limited by the Editor's knowledge and the time constraints of the potential
reviewers) [3].

Consider the paper peer review process. We assume that the review process is to
select reviewers, distribute the paper(s) to the selected reviewers, have the reviewers
perform the reviews and collaborate in producing a joint review document, and finally
forward it to the authors.  This is an ad hoc workflow because it involves: (1)
negotiation for selecting the reviewers, and (2) collaboration between the reviewers
for producing a joints review.

This ad hoc workflow tasks involve human coordination, collaboration, or co-
decision. Thus, the ordering and coordination of tasks are not automated but are
instead controlled by humans. Furthermore, the task ordering and coordination
decisions are made while the workflow is performed. Ad hoc workflows involve small
teams of professionals and are intended to support short term activities which require a
rapid workflow solution. Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) that support ad
hoc workflow must provide functionality for facilitating human coordination,
collaboration, and co-decision. The infrastructure technology currently used by ad hoc
WFMSs ranges from “enhanced” electronic mail to group calendaring and
conferencing systems [10].

As discussed in section 1, the use of agent technology for this domain will be
motivated. We intend to develop an online Internet peer review and publish system as
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a multi-agent system based on World Wide Web. The submission is placed on the
Journal web site. Executive editor invites authors, selected reviewers and copyeditor to
participate in the Online discussion [3]. Access by password is restricted to these
participants. Discussion is conducted on the first submission, the authors’ revision,
copyedited article. Editor concludes with the editor’s decision to reject, or definitive
instructions for revising the article. Reviewers post their reviews to the discussion list
associated with the article. Authors observe the discussion of their paper and can
respond to comments with explanations.

We are about to handle the reviewer selection, communication and the
commitments automatically through agent technology.  To do this, the author, editor,
and each referee run a software agent which enable them to participate in this
distributed peer review procedure. The procedure integrates peer review with the
electronic publication and workflow management, allowing rapid publication after
rigorous peer review. It is obvious the cooperation and communication among editor,
authors and reviewers are enhanced and improved. It preserves the chief virtue of the
traditional peer review system (expert appraisal before publication), but brings a new
openness to the procedure that we hope will enhance its accuracy and fairness.
Therefore, the review quality and major delay time will be guaranteed and improved.

4.2 Roles Determination And Specification

The goal of the Peer Review Process is to control the quality of a publication. It
may be decomposed into these sub-goals: submit an article, receive an article, find
three reviewers for an article, distribute the article to the three reviewers, three
reviewers review the article, collect the reviews, make a review decision, forward the
decision to the author, revise the article, copyediting the article, etc.

If we assign one sub-goal to one elementary role, then the same numbers of
elementary roles as that of sub-goals can be determined. Now what we need to do is
specify these elementary roles. As  an example,  we model the role “reviewer-
selector”  in Table 2.

Table 2:  Specification of  Role “Reviewer-selector”

Attribute Value
Name Reviewer-selector
Goals G1: appoint three reviewers for a submission
Qualifications C1: Know a set of potential reviewers

C2: Have a submission for a peer review
C3: Be able to match the content of an article with
expertise of reviewers

Relationships R1 IS_AUTHORIZED_BY editor
R2 COOPERATE_WITH potential-reviewer
R3 AUTHORIZE committed-reviewer

Obligations O1: initial call for review
O2: allocate a review-time
O3: find a potential reviewer
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O4: negotiate with a potential reviewer
O5: appoint a potential reviewer as a reviewer

Concurrency
Constraints

O1 ; [ O2 & O3 ; O4]* ; O5+

Permissions PM1: Access submissions and reviewers database
PM2: Free to contact with the potential reviewers
PM3: Allocate a review-time
PM4: Cancel a review request
PM5: One should not review his own submission

Protocols PT1: Initial-Call-for-Review
PT2: Negotiation with a potential reviewer

The role “Reviewer-selector” has 5 obligations. The obligation “review-time
allocation” is modeled in Table 3.

Table 3  Obligation “review-time allocation” of  role “Reviewer-selector”

Attribute Value
Name Reviewer-selection
Obligated roles Reviewer-selector
Authority roles Editor
Benefited roles Author
Trigger Insufficient reviewers accept the initial terms to review an

article
Actions Choose a potential reviewer for the article

Allocate a review-time to the potential reviewer
Constraints <= 4 weeks
Cost middle

4.3 Model And Specify Role Interaction Protocols

Let us consider the sub-process of selecting the reviewers in detail [21]. Suppose
the editor aims to ensure quality by having each submission reviewed by three
referees. Authors submit their papers to editor, complete with paper identifier
(authors, title, etc.), an abstract and a set of keywords. The editor then broadcasts to
the network of referees that it has a review job to do with a proposed resource
allocation of 3 weeks, and invites bids to undertake the work. If enough reviewers
respond favorably, then three of them are chosen and are appointed.

The protocol “ Initial Call For Review” between reviewer-selector and a set of N
potential reviewers  is modeled by FSM in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Initial-Call-For-Review Protocol
If insufficient reviewers accept the initial terms, then the editor selects what it

considers to be a set of appropriate referees based on the referee’s areas of expertise
and the submission’s keywords, and engages in one-to-one negotiation with each in
the attempt to get a commitment to review the submission. At first the editor sends a
proposal to potential reviewers. The terms of the proposal maybe “weak” than the last
request. The receiver may reject it, accept it, or provide a new offer to the editor. This
continues until either enough reviewers have been found or the set of potential
reviewers has been exhausted. In the latter case an alert is raised.

This negotiation protocol between the reviewer-selector and a potential reviewer is
modeled in Figure 3.
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For examples, the negotiation protocol is specified as follows:
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Name: Negotiation protocol.
Description: Reviewer-selector negotiates with a potential reviewer to set an

agreement for reviewing an article
Initiator: reviewer-selector
Responder: a potential reviewer

There are 8 states in this state transition diagram:
State 1: Start state.
State 2: A potential reviewer received the proposal from the reviewer-selector.
State 3: The proposal has been accepted by the potential reviewer.
State 4: The reviewer-selector has appointed the potential reviewer as a reviewer

and committed him to finish the review before the agreed deadline.
State 5: The reviewer-selector has cancelled the review proposal. END State.
State 6: The review has been finished and the reviewer-selector has been informed

about it by the reviewer. END State.
State 7: The potential reviewer has rejected the proposal. Or the reviewer-selector

has rejected the offer from the potential reviewer.  END State.
State 8: The reviewer-selector has received an offer from the potential reviewer.
Now let’s see the transition rules. If we map one transition into one ECA rule, then

we have the following ECA rules of the negotiation protocol:
Rule1 (State 1 ---> State 2):

ON there are insufficient reviewers accept the initial review terms
IF reviewer-selector found a possible reviewer and he has made a proposal

for negotiation
THEN he sends the review proposal to the possible reviewer

Rule2 (State 2 ---> State 3):
ON the potential reviewer receives the proposal for review,
IF he decides to accept the proposal
THEN he sends an accept-message to the selector in reply with the proposal.

Rule3 (State 2 ---> State 8):
ON the potential reviewer receives the review proposal
IF he decides to provide an offer to  the selector
THEN he sends an offer-message to the selector in reply with the proposal.

Rule4 (State 8 ---> State 2):
ON the selector receives an offer from the potential reviewer
IF he decides to make a new proposal
THEN he sends a new proposal to the potential reviewer in reply with the

offer.
Rule5 (State 2 ---> State 7):

ON the potential reviewer receives the review proposal
IF he decides not to accept the request
THEN he sends a reject-message to the selector in reply with the proposal.

Rule 6 ...
The above negotiation protocol encompasses primitives from the most common

phase of negotiation such as Propose, Offer, Accept, Commit, Reject, Cancel, Inform,
etc. In the Initial-Call-For-Review Protocol, the primitive “Request” is used. A
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“Request” to do A is non-negotiable: a negotiable request is a “Propose”, which
allows the receiving agent to make a counter-offer using the “Offer” message. A high
level deontic specification of the protocol can be found in [21].

Following is an example of a “Propose” sent from the reviewer-selector to a
potential reviewer asking for reviewing an  article titled ‘title1’ within 3 weeks.

(propose
:sender ?reviewer-selector
:receiver ?potential-reviewer
:language predicate-logic
:ontology NetAcademy
:content  review( ?potential-reviewer, article1 ) A� has( article1, title1,

abstract1, keywords1 ) A�has-review-time( article1, 3-weeks )  )
The ontology is a formal description of the problem domain. It maps these symbols

to a well-understood meaning for the problem domain. For one agent to properly
understand the meaning of a message from another agent, both agents must ascribe the
same meaning to the symbols (constants ) used in that message.

4.4 Identify Agent-Types And Assign Roles to Agent-Types

As discussed in section 3.2, we distinguish among Personal agents, Actor agents and
Internal WfMS agents.  For examples, we assign the role “deliver messages” to an
actor agent that may be invoked by the workflow engine and invoke an existing email
system. The internal workflow agents are not addressed here but in [28]. Following we
discuss the main functions of  some personal agent types in the Internet peer review
process.

By assigning the elementary roles into agent types, we have identified these
personal agent types: author-agent type, editor-agent type, reviewer-agent type, etc.
This arises very naturally from the organizational roles involved in a peer review
process.

Author agent: It manipulates author’s work items. It initializes a peer review
process when it submits an article from the author to the editor-agent. It alerts  the
author when it receives a rejection or revision request message from editor-agent, or
when any new comments have been made on his article. It deliveries author’s revision
version and comments to editor-agent in the online review discussion, etc.

Editor agent: It manipulates editor’s work items. Responsible for receiving the
coming messages to the editor. Alert the editor to make an initial decision  when a
submission has been received. If the editor tells him “Yes”, then it selects three
reviewers for the submission. If there are insufficient accepted reviewers, it continues
to negotiate with potential reviewers’ agents to reach an agreement for a review. Other
functions are: Collect the committed reviews and publish it on the web;  Maintain the
potential reviewers database; Alert the editor to make a review decision when it
receives all reviews; Remind the editor of the deadline for an open review, etc.

Reviewer Agent: Monitor and alert reviewer if a coming message arrives; Reply a
review request; Negotiate with editor agent to reach an agreement for a review;
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Remind reviewer of a deadline for a committed review; Transfer review report to the
editor agent; etc.

In this section we have studied the Internet Peer Review Process by applying the
role based modeling approach proposed in a previous section. We continue to address
some issues on the agent oriented design and implementation in [28].

5. Related Work

In the BPR and workflow management community, researchers are developing new
kinds of workflow which meets the requirements of dynamic and volatile business
environment. Eillis et al choose people and goals as a starting point for modeling
office workflow instead of choosing procedures and activities[7]. They suggested an
extended ICN (Information Control Nets) model which includes the concept of goals.
Bussler and Jablonski have proposed to integrate organisational model, activity model
or data model in the workflow management environment [6]. Yu and  Mylopoulos
proposed a framework which focuses on modeling of strategic actor relationships for a
richer conceptual model of business processes in their organisational setting [25].
They view organizations as being made up of social actors who are intentional – have
motivations, wants, and beliefs and strategic – they evaluate their relationships to each
other in terms of opportunities and vulnerabilities. These correspond to our goal-
achieving perspective and agent view of a business process.

Action Workflow follows that a business process should be viewed as a network of
commitments [20]. It starts from the language/action perspective of the speech acts
theory which severs also as a theoretic foundation of  Agent Communication
Languages [8]. RADs are a powerful modeling technique which use a number of
notational primitives to express complex process behavior. In Role Activity Diagrams
(RADs), a role  has been described as being “... comprised of a set of activities which
taken together, achieve some particular goals” [16]. In addition, role concept has been
studied in distributed systems management [18],  Open-EDI [4] [14] , the enterprise
viewpoint of Open Distributed Processing [13], and Media Theory [17].

Whereas organization has been presented as a major issue of multi-agent systems,
very few works have attempted to develop models of such systems using
organizational approaches. There is no role concept in ADEPT[15]. Concepts such as
roles, teams or organizations are used in a very informal, almost casual, way [12].

Our methodology distinguishes itself from others in that it takes an agent oriented
view of a workflow. It is a very natural and  an easy way to model workflow by our
role model which matches Agent Oriented Programming [22][23] very well. It can
integrate seamlessly the role based analysis with agent oriented design and lead to an
effective implementation of agent based workflow systems. It is an effort to bridge the
gaps between Workflow Community and Agent Community.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explores an innovative conceptual framework for agent oriented and role
based workflow management that is novel and exhibits several advantage over
previously approaches. A workflow is viewed as a collection of autonomous, problem
solving agents which interact with others when they have interdependencies. We
model a workflow as a set of relating roles. A role has these essential features: goals,
obligations, permissions, protocols, qualifications, etc. Protocols govern the
interaction among roles and conversation among agents. We take the view that
coordination of workflow is achieved by agent communication. This goes one step
further than current generation workflow systems which achieve coordination of
activities by highlighting their interdependencies. Agent oriented workflow takes a
distributed, and hence more robust, flexible, and scaleable approach for workflow
management. The vision of role based analysis and agent oriented design establishes
the framework for the practical work. Many similar Internet–enabled workflow
applications in Electronic Commerce are easily imaged.

In particular, because we take role as an important mechanism for building
organizations of agents, the workflow  modeling procedure is similar to that of
organization design. Using roles for modeling workflow is valuable in four ways:
independence between individuals and definition of the process; to provide a way to
balance distribution of work; to provide an abstraction of agent; to integrate role based
analysis and agent oriented implementation perfectly.

However, managing workflow in a Multi-agent framework is a fertile area for
research and development. There are significant problems to be solved to ensure its
future success. First of all, we are about to implement the Internet peer review system
in a Multi-agent framework as a part of  the project NetAcademy [28]. We are
formalizing the conceptual framework and developing a Role Based Workflow
Description Language. Moreover, we are about to  employ deontic logic to represent
and reason about obligations of agents to integrate our role model and the extended
BDI agent architecture seamlessly[1]. Finally, the approach for developing agent
oriented and role based workflow management systems must be evaluated and
improved through applications.
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